
Graham Trevett Saddelbrook  
 
Thank you for the introduction. On behalf of our CEO Rick Nichols, MD 

Mike D’Angelo and all the staff at Goss International welcome to the 

meeting. I would like to begin by thanking the board and all the staff for 

the hard work it takes to make these meetings a success.  

 

As I have spent most of my career working in the heatset side of our 

business I stand here today looking at many new faces and I thought I 

would take a few minutes to explain who I am and make some comments 

along the way about our industry and the challenges we have faced since I 

entered it almost 50 years ago. Wow has time changed but I still love 

print. 

 

As mentioned my first employer was a company call Henry Ling Ltd, a 

company that had 20 Heidelberg flat bed letterpress machines and 3 offset 

presses. Heidelberg did not make its first offset press until 1968 so these 

were RZ now morphed into KBA. Offset was not viewed at the time as 

the high quality process it is today. Case in point one of my jobs was to 

unload the lead truck every day as the offset department was regarded 

more as a novelty. In fact comments were often made that this process 

would never catch on. Also we spent time in the camera department 

developing film stripping and of course making deep etch plates. We all 

know how that ended. 

 

As my career developed I moved on to web offset working at 

Southernprint the commercial division of Southern Newspapers. In the 

late 60s web offset was not the high quality process it is today and I again 

found myself in the second tier. Southernprint also had a huge rotary 

letterpress machine which printed kids comics and Exchange and Mart 

which was 100% classified ads. This was a weekly tabloid that was 

stitched and around 250 pages with a 150pp motoring supplement inserted 

in it by hand, this weekly was waited on by many to be available 

especially car dealers looking for deals. Circulation was approx 2 million 

per week. Another requirement here was 120 linotype operators 20 proof 



readers and a press crew of 20 per shift to run the Euroman RLP machine. 

Change continues. 

 

Early 80s I decided to head for France to work for Harris Marinoni 

initially as a service technician, transitioning into sales.  Moving to the 

USA in 1990. Change has continued in our industry from then until this 

day. Not a decade has gone by with out Goss or one of its family 

introducing new ways to print. We have to constantly search for better 

more efficient ways to produce print so that we can maintain our 

competitive edge with other media technologies. Goss has lead the way. 

At this point our latest development the Magnum Compact with Autoplate 

is beginning to enjoy success around the world with commitments for 4 

presses in the Americas 2 in Asia and 2 in Europe/Africa. 

 

Don’t be scared to change because for sure it is going to happen as we all 

search for more efficient effective ways to run our businesses. If we all sit 

back in awe off other media technologies they will for sure eat us alive. 

 

Finally a little advice for all the printing associations around the USA. 

Printing has a huge image/pr problem that requires the collective efforts 

of all parties, whether ink/paper/printer publisher/marketer. Everyone 

should kick into a fund to push viability of print. I suggest something 

along the lines of the Got Milk campaign. With that I will leave you, look 

forward to meeting you during the next few days, please all have a good 

meeting 
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